
Ruth Binney has been studying nature for more than 50 years. 
She holds a degree in Natural Sciences from Cambridge University and 
is a bestselling author, having published numerous books on gardening, 

the countryside, and country sayings and customs.

Flower Garden Secrets
The Hidden Wonders of the World of Flowers Revealed

Whether edible or medicinal, deemed lucky or unlucky, and whether native to 
Britain or brought from lands afar to be bred in a huge number of varieties, every 
flower chosen for inclusion here will bring the joy of knowledge to the plant lovers, 
from the favourites of Shakespeare, Van Gogh and William Morris to the flowers 
that symbolize everything from nations to the deepest emotions. While this is not a 
practical gardening book it includes for gardeners a selection 
of less well-known tips for successful growing.
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Plant Lore and Legend
ISBN: 9781910821107 

SKU: RY-33586

Animal Lore and Legend
ISBN: 9781910821152

SKU: RY-33585

HB • 178 x 138 mm • 144 pages • £9.99

From all corners of the globe a wealth of stories, myths and legends about plants and animals have been 
passed down to us, gathered together in these fascinating volumes. An amazing collection of fanciful 

superstitions, intriguing takes and amusing anecdotes, which any plant or animal lover will truly relish.

THE WISDOM AND WONDER OF PLANTS AND FLOWERS REVEALED



A Word to the Wise
Traditional Advice and Old Country Ways

In this fascinating compilation of accumulated wisdom, well-known author Ruth Binney 
has brought together a wide collection of traditional sayings and superstitions to explain 
whether, and why, they still work today. With advice on the practical necessities of cooking, 
gardening, housekeeping and health, as well as proverbial wisdom concerning good 
behaviour for children, adults and life in general, this invaluable guide will reveal that it’s 
never too late to learn from experience.

ISBN: 9781910821114 • £9.99 • HB • 185 x 145 mm • 224 pages 
SKU: RY-33587
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Garden Wildlife on Trial
Verdicts on the Garden’s 

Friends and Foes
ISBN: 9781910821299 

188 mm x 148 mm 
SKU: RY-33556

Weeds on Trial
The Verdicts Every Gardener Needs

ISBN: 9781910821275 
188 mm x 154 mm 
 SKU: RY-33562

PB with flaps • 144 pages • £9.99

Are the creatures and plants that live in your garden friends or foes? How can you 
discourage the bad and nurture the good? How does each animal and plant fit into the 
essential garden ecosystem? Find the answers in the verdicts, evidence and treatments 
presented inside!

As seen on BBC’s 
Countryfile

“Don’t wear green at weddings.”

“Rain before seven, fine by eleven.”

“Always peel onions under water.”

“After melon, wine is a felon.”


